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Presentation Notes
A resistance movement is an organized effort by some portion of the civil population of the country to withstand a legally established government or higher power. They may seek to achieve their objectives through the use of non-violence or the use of force. If you want change you must make change. Otherwise, blacks and whites would still be segregated and some of us may not have the freedoms that we do today in the U.S. 
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Abigail Adams was an American First lady and the wife of John Adams. She is addressing her husband as he begins to draft the constitution. She predicted the women’s suffrage movement which began in 1848. I chose the woman suffrage movement because I wanted to prove that even though we have gained our rights as women, we are not completely equal to men.
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Presentation Notes
The US constitution was drafted to form a perfect union between states and people, establish justice, promote equality, provide defense, welfare, and Liberty to all people it applied to. As you can see in the picture, “We the People” Is in bold letters on the first line of the constitution to promote inclusivity and speak to the people as one. The 19th amendment was passed By Congress on June 4, 1919.Before the 19th amendment, women did not have the right to vote, which led to reform. 
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“A Dog fight to vote” is what many called it. The women’s suffrage movement was the struggle for the right of women to vote and run for office; which is the biggest part of the overall women’s right movement in the 19th century. The US and Britain formed organizations to fight for suffrage. In 1888, the first international women’s rights organization formed was formed; the International Council of Women. Because the ICW wanted to focus on suffrage, in 1904 the International Woman Suffrage Alliance was formed by British women’s rights activist Millicent Fawcett, American activist Carrie Chapman Catt, and many others. 
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The first country to grant national-level voting rights to women was New Zealand, which passed the Electoral Bill in September 1893. South Australia granted full suffrage in 1894, giving women the right to vote and to stand for parliament. Other countries followed New Zealand, but women in Sweden, Britain, Finland, and some U.S. states only had very little rights.The Seneca falls convention was organized by Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton. After slavery was abolished in 1869, Susan B. Anthony and Stanton founded the National Woman Suffrage Association and pushed for a constitutional amendment for suffrage and other women’s rights In America. 
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In the top picture, Amy Hutchinson is seen speaking to a crowd. She used to be a new York Catholic school teacher but was dismissed from her job for The suffrage parade in 1912. Alice Paul Earned a master’s and doctorate degree from the university of Pennsylvania. She was a part of the National American women’s suffrage Association, and her first action was to organize a parade in Washington, DC. 
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Susan B Anthony was the best women’s suffrage activist in her day. She was a great speaker and strategist for every woman in the movement. She wasn't involved in the 1848 Seneca Falls women’s rights convention, but she joined soon after.    
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Elizabeth Cady Stanton worked Hand in hand with Susan B Anthony. Stanton was married with two daughters and five sons which limited her time to speak in travel to marches or conventions. Stanton and Lucretia Mott were responsible for calling the 1848 Seneca Falls convention. She was also the primary writer of the Declaration of Sentiments. 
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In this picture, you can see women learning to vote. This was a right they were not accustomed to having at first. A few of the positive effects of the women’s suffrage movement includes women entering politics, new rights for women, new job opportunities, and more independence in society overall. Women were able to begin pursuing the same rights and freedoms as men. Increased education allowed women to become more independent. Women could also now legally hold property in their own name and have custody of their children. 
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The balance of political parties was completely disrupted. As you can see on the map, majority of it is Republican. The women’s suffrage movement still failed to obtain all of its goals. It did not overturn social norms nor did it gain complete equality for women. 
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The age of protection, where women were declared to have sufficient understanding to consent to intercourse was in every state 10 years of age. Most people today would find this horrifying. This does not protect our young girls from predators if they are going to be let off the hook because the age of consent is so low. Today, the age of protection for women is between 16 and 17 years old. 
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Women only recently entered the voting scene so unlike males they did not have allegiances to certain parties. Republicans have directed many campaign pledge is towards women just to gain their vote. Women always have to work extra hard when they run against men in elections. Not many are brave enough to do this and when they are, they always lose. As you can see in the map of the United States presidential election of 1920, Republicans took over majority of the 50 states, but southern states were still taken over by democrats. In 1928 the number of Democrats significantly decreased. 
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Just when we thought women were going to be equal to men, our freedom is constantly taken away. According to CNN, Republican leaning states and president Trump have made many efforts to roll back abortion procedures.” Most of President Trump’s supporters are republicans so it is expected. I specifically chose this topic to show that even though some of these nonviolent resistance movements were successful, history always repeats itself in someway shape or form. Even though many of the laws didn’t make it pass judges, they are constantly trying to take the little bit of rights me have away. 
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